Bride

Message
to the

Thank you for making contact with SPOTLIGHT BRIDE. We know how hard it can be
to find your perfect dress. We are happy that you have now taken your first step into
discovering the wonderful experience of purchasing your dream wedding gown from
SPOTLIGHT BRIDE. We are fully committed to service, quality, and reliability. We are
also happy to accommodate any special requests because we know that walking down
the aisle is a memory that you will cherish for a lifetime, and we want to be part of that
precious moment!
When it comes to style and selection of designer quality gowns at affordable prices,
we have thousands of designs to suit your every need. Our collections include bridal
gowns, informal gowns, bridesmaids gowns, prom gowns, quintessential evening gowns,
flower girl gowns, and a vast selection of bridal accessories. In addition, you now have
the opportunity to send us exactly what you want and we can replicate it for you to 99%
match, as part of our custom made order service.

MESSAGE TO THE BRIDE

Our gowns are available in any colour, size or style with different trims, beading, and
embroidery. Our gown quality is a cut above the rest with every gown fully lined, including
the train, and with no raw seams visible from the outside of the dress. Every bead and
sequin is proudly sewn by hand, and not attached artificially with glue. With proper care,
these pieces will last forever- just like your love for your significant other.
The ordering process is also very easy and only takes 30/40 days to manufacture, from
conception to delivery. We have showrooms in Tanzania, Uganda, and Kenya (please
contact your nearest store). We at SPOTLIGHT BRIDE are committed to making you the
most beautiful bride and above all, we would be proud if you were to select a SPOTLIGHT
BRIDE gown on your special day.
Lastly, please send us an image of your wedding day so we may place it in our portfolios
and website as part of the SPOTLIGHT BRIDE’s history. Again, thank you so much for
inquiring, and may all your dreams come true.

Patricia Siarra
Owner

Our very classy yet affordable Bridal shoe collection features fancy yet
comfortable options for every style. Whether you are in search of unique bridal
sandals or some cute footwear that you can rock long after your wedding, we
have just the right shoe for you. Our Bridal shoes are handcrafted, from laser-cut
patterns, high-fashion crystal clusters, topped off with shimmering satin. These
elegant wedding dress shoes are available in different pastel and champagne
colors and pair perfectly with any gown of your choice.

SLB 1920 - 504

SLB 1920 - 505

This elegant fit-and-flare wedding
dress, featuring embroidered lace
motifs and crosshatching dance over
tulle. Chic lace straps glide from the
illusion plunging sweetheart neckline to
the scoop back, all accented in beaded
lace motifs. Lined with bodice for a
figure-flattering fit. Finished with back
covered buttons over zipper closure.

Embroidered lace motifs accented
in pearls and crystals cascade over
the sheer bodice of this romantic
wedding dress, completing the straps,
V-neckline, and illusion scoop back.
Sheath skirt features an illusion cutout
train accented in lace motifs and an
attached beaded belt with crystals.
Finished with back pearl buttons over
zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 506

SLB 1920 - 507

Classic yet Boho-inspired, this allover
A-line lace wedding dress features lace
motifs along the bodice, V-neckline,
straps, and scoop back. Finished with
back covered buttons over zipper
closure.

This soft fit-and-flare wedding dress
features cold-shoulder sleeves. The
skirt is lined with shapewear for a
figure-flattering fit, inclusive of a
jeweled belt on satin ribbon accented
in crystals. Finished with back zipper
closure.

SLB 1920 - 508
A. This vintage-inspired
wedding dress offers additional
coverage, the bodice is accented
in embroidered lace motifs,
pearls, and crystals, cascading
into a tulle fit-and-flare skirt
trimmed and beaded. Double
beaded spaghetti straps glide
from illusion back to illusion
halter neckline, both accented in
beaded lace motifs. Finished at
the back with covered buttons,
over zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 509
A. This chic A-line offers additional
coverage, featuring a bodice accented
in beaded lace motifs, embroidery,
crystals, and a voluminous tulle skirt to
complete the look. Beaded spaghetti
straps complete the V-neckline,
trimmed in illusion, and V-back.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper closure.

B.

Tulle veil accented
in pearls and crystals sold
separately.

B.

Tiered tulle veil edged
sold separately.

Every bride should feel beautiful and completely
comfortable on her wedding day, and in a unique style that
doesn’t sacrifice comfort and walkability; Find affordable
footwear that you feel best in, and make your first step as a
newlywed an elegant one.

SLB 1920 - 510

SLB 1920 - 511

Delicate beaded motifs adorn the
bodice of this princess wedding dress,
drifting into a billowing ballgown
skirt with pockets. Beaded spaghetti
straps complete the illusion plunging
sweetheart neckline. Finished with back
crystal buttons over zipper closure.

Soft and elegant, this sheath wedding
dress features cascading lace motifs
over tulle. Illusion cold-shoulder
sleeves and beaded spaghetti straps
complete the sweetheart neckline and
scoop back for a romantic feel. Finished
with back covered buttons and zipper
closure.

SLB 1920 - 512
Lovely lace motifs swirl over tulle in
this relaxed fit-and-flare wedding
dress, featuring a strapless sweetheart
neckline with subtle illusion detail.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper and inner bodice closure.

SLB 1920 - 513
Chic and romantic, this soft sheath
features variations of embroidered lace
motifs and soft lace over dotted tulle.
Cold-shoulder sleeves comprised of
sheer lace, completing the sweetheart
neckline and illusion scoop back.
Finished with back crystal buttons over
zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 514

SLB 1920 - 515

Lace motifs cascade over crosshatch
and tulle in this unique fit-and-flare
wedding gown, completing the
bodice. Featuring an illusion plunging
V-neckline, straps, and square back.
Lined with a bodice for a flattering fit,
and finished with back covered buttons
over zipper closure.

Beaded lace motifs and crystals
cascade over tulle in this fit-and-flare
wedding dress, featuring an illusion
double-lace train. Beaded spaghetti
straps complete the illusion plunging
sweetheart neckline and illusion scoop
back, both accented in lace motifs.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper closure.

Let them eat cake! If the last queen of France were to
get married in modern-day, this beautifully styled Bridal
concept, set on the beautiful Botanical Gardens of
Entebbe, Uganda, would be just her style. The queens
came to life by channeling the historically fabulous Marie
Antoinette in all her glory, topped off with props that
added a larger than life feel to the setting.

SLB 1920 - 516
A. This whimsical yet sophisticated
Satin wedding gown features intricate
beading on sheer tulle along the waist
and side panels—a modern twist on
a vintage-inspired sheath silhouette.
Complete with bateau neckline and
square back. Finished with attached
Satin belt and crystal buttons over
zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 517
A. Beaded lace motifs cascade over
tulle in this sexy fit-and-flare wedding
dress, featuring a sweetheart neckline
and beaded spaghetti straps. Finished
with back covered buttons over zipper
and inner corset closure.

B.
B.

Detachable veil accented in
beaded lace motifs sold separately.

Tulle veil accented
in pearls and crystals sold
separately.

C.

Detachable train accented in
beaded lace sold separately.

SLB 1920 - 518

SLB 1920 - 519

This Mikado wedding dress features
a strapless sweetheart neckline and
graceful ballgown skirt, with crystals
accent the line of covered buttons
along the train. Finished with back
crystal buttons over zipper. Inclusive of
beaded belt accented in crystals and
Illusion cap-sleeves trimmed in crystals.

Embroidered lace motifs accented in
beading and crystals dance over the
bodice of this romantic A-line wedding
dress, completing the illusion plunging
V-neckline, illusion straps, and illusion
back. Pretty bows accented in beading
and lace motifs complete the straps.
Layered skirt comprised of tulle and
textured tulle. Finished with back
covered buttons over zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 520

SLB 1920 - 521

This unique and vintage-inspired wedding
dress features beaded lace motifs and
shimmering crosshatching atop a tulle fitand-flare skirt, with a lined bodice. Straps
glide from illusion plunging neckline to
scoop back, also accented in lace motifs.
Lined with inner Jersey for an elegant fit.
Finished with back covered buttons over
zipper closure.

Glamorous and vintage-inspired, this
mermaid wedding dress offers additional
coverage. The tulle bodice is accented in
beaded embroidery and crystals, while
beaded illusion cold-shoulder sleeves
complete the sweetheart neckline and
V-back, also trimmed in beading and
illusion. Fit-and-flare skirt comprised of
tiered Chic Organza trimmed. Finished
with back crystal buttons over zipper
closure.

This shoot was aimed at depicting the epitome
of all things lavish and over the top. We also took
a non-traditional approach with the dresses by
having the models wear fancy-colored wedding
gowns instead, and which girl does not want to
feel like a young queen!

SLB 1920 - 522

SLB 1920 - 523

Beaded lace motifs cascade over
tulle in this romantic wedding dress,
completing the halter neckline with
illusion plunge. Complete with illusion
back accented in lace motifs and tulle
fit-and-flare skirt. Finished with back
crystal buttons over zipper closure.

This lovely sheath wedding gown
features beaded lace motifs accented
in crystals, tulle, creating an illusion
bateau neckline, illusion cap-sleeves,
and an illusion scoop back. Finished
with back crystal buttons over zipper
closure.

SLB 1920 - 524
A. Simple yet glamorous, this Mika-

do wedding dress features a strapless
sweetheart neckline and crystal buttons
trailing from back neckline to hem.
Lined with bodice for a figure-flattering
fit. Finished with zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 525
A. Lace motifs cascade over

crosshatch and tulle in this unique fitand-flare wedding gown, completing
the bodice and illusion skirt. Featuring an
illusion plunging V-neckline, straps, and
square back, and lined with inner bodice
for a flattering fit. Finished with back
covered buttons over zipper closure.

B.

Beaded belt accented in crystals
sold separately.

B.

Detachable tulle
overskirt accented with an
attached beaded and crystal
belt sold separately.

C.

Illusion off-the-shoulder jacket
accented in vintage-inspired beading
and crystals sold separately

SLB 1920 - 526

SLB 1920 - 527

This vintage-inspired modest wedding
dress features lace appliqués over
whimsical layers of textured tulle and
Chic Organza. Featuring a V-neckline
and quarter sleeves, crystals and
beading add shimmer and ethereal
texture. Finished with back covered
buttons over zipper. Inclusive of
detachable beaded belt featuring
crystals

Lace appliqués dance over tulle in
this chic fit-and-flare wedding dress,
featuring an illusion double train
trimmed in lace, and modest quarterlength sleeves. Finished with back
covered buttons over zipper closure.

We worked with an amazing team that
really captured the extravagance of this
era, the hair and make-up captured the
true essence of Victorian dressing. The
very diverse and high-quality wigs, from
our Spotlight Hair division, added even
more flair to the whole shoot.

SLB 1920 - 528
This elegant princess wedding
dress offers additional coverage,
featuring a beaded bodice with
crystals, a tiered tulle ballgown skirt.
Beaded spaghetti straps complete
the subtle sweetheart neckline.
Finished with back crystal buttons
over zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 529
This unique wedding dress features a
bodice accented in beaded lace motifs,
completing the illusion bateau neckline
and straps, a sheer scoop back with
crosshatch detail. Fit-and-flare skirt
features tulle and lace godets at the
sides and back, all accented in lace
motifs. Finished with back covered
buttons and zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 530

SLB 1920 - 531

This vintage-inspired wedding dress
features a unique neckline of beaded
lines and lace motifs along the illusion
jewel neckline and illusion back.
Soft fit-and-flare silhouette features
embroidered lace motifs atop tulle.
Finished with BACK covered buttons
over zipper closure.

This princess wedding dress features a
bodice of beaded lace motifs accented
in crystals, trailing into a ballgown skirt
comprised of tulle. Featuring a scoop
neckline, illusion cap-sleeves, and
a V-back with pretty lace-up detail.
Finished with back lace-up.

SLB 1920 - 533

SLB 1920 - 532
A. Chic lace motifs dance
over allover lace in this Boho
fit-and-flare wedding dress,
accenting the bodice and
breathtaking hem. Complete
with strapless sweetheart
neckline. Finished with back
zipper over inner corset
closure, with covered buttons
trailing from back to hem.

B.

Illusion lace poet sleeves sold
separately.

C.

Detachable beaded belt
accented in crystals sold separately.
Inclusive of detachable illusion lace
cap-sleeves can be worn on or off the
shoulder.

Glamorous ribbons of crystals and
beading dance over the shoulders
of this fit-and-flare wedding dress,
completing the soft sweetheart
neckline and scoop back with illusion
keyhole detail. Comprised of Mikado
for a vintage-inspired feel. Finished
with back zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 534
This fit-and-flare offers additional
coverage. Beaded lace motifs
and crystals cascade over tulle in
this fit-and-flare wedding dress,
featuring an illusion double-lace
train. Beaded spaghetti straps
complete the illusion plunging
sweetheart neckline and illusion
scoop back, both accented in lace
motifs. Attached cold-shoulder
sleeves accented in lace motifs
can be removed easily to fit a
bride‘s preference. Finished with
back covered buttons over zipper
closure.

SLB 1920 - 535
Lace motifs cascade over netting
and tulle in this unique fit-and-flare
modest wedding gown. Featuring a
crew neckline, subtle V-back and long
sleeves accented in bell cuffs. Lined
with bodice for a flattering fit, and back
zipper closure.

Keeping in line with the theme of the Victorian era, the
model gives the illusion of being lost in the woods, waiting
for her knight and shining armor to save her. The model
wore a gown from one of our latest collections of ready
printed bridal fabrics, which come in a vast selection of
prints, and they are just absolutely stunning.

SLB 1920 - 536

SLB 1920 - 537

Embroidered lace motifs accented in
pearls and crystals dance over this chic
Boho wedding dress, featuring a sheer
bodice. Beaded spaghetti straps glide
from sweetheart neckline to illusion
back embellished in lace motifs. Fitand-flare skirt comprised of Chiffon.
Finished with back pearl buttons and
zipper closure.

This lovely A-line wedding dress
features layers of tulle, Chantilly lace,
and lace motifs. Beaded lace motifs
adorn the bodice, featuring a strapless
sweetheart neckline and subtle V-back.
Finished with lace up corset closure.
Illusion cap-sleeves accented in
lace motifs can be worn on or off the
shoulder.

SLB 1920 - 538
A. Beaded lace motifs dance over the

bodice in this fit-and-flare wedding gown.
Unique crisscross illusion completes
the plunging sweetheart neckline, also
accented in beaded lace. Finished with
back zipper, with pearl buttons from back
to hemline.

B.

Illusion lace armbands
sold separately.

C.

Detachable tulle train
accented in lace and crystals
sold separately.

SLB 1920 - 539
A. Beaded lace motifs cascade over
tulle in this soft fit-and-flare wedding
dress. Beaded spaghetti straps glide
from sweetheart neckline to illusion
back accented in lace motifs. Finished
with back covered buttons over zipper
closure.

B.

Paired with tulle veil
edged in pearls and crystals
sold separately.

SLB 1920 - 540
A. This sexy wedding dress
features romantic lace motifs over
tulle. Bodice features a sweetheart
neckline and exposed boning detail.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper.

SLB 1920 - 541
A. This elegant sleeved wedding

dress is comprised of Jersey stretch fabric
Featuring a bateau neckline, scoop back,
and lace illusion along the long sleeves.
Finished with back covered and crystal
buttons over zipper closure.

B.

Sheer cap sleeves
accented in lace motifs can be
worn on or off the shoulder,
sold separately.

B.

Detachable overskirt
accented in lace, sold separately.

SLB 1920 - 542

SLB 1920 - 543

This vintage-inspired ballgown features
lace appliqués over whimsical layers
of textured tulle and Chic organza.
Featuring a V-neckline, illusion straps
accented with lace appliqués, and
square back, crystals and beading add
shimmer and ethereal texture. Finished
with back covered buttons over zipper
closure. Inclusive of detachable beaded
belt featuring crystals.

Delicate lace motifs accent the
bodice in this Boho wedding dress,
creating sheer cap-sleeves, an illusion
V-neckline, and a sheer V-back, crystals
adorn the bodice and belt motif. A-line
skirt comprised of tulle. Finished with
back covered buttons over zipper
closure.

The Queen of hearts! This era was also
famous for its artistry and architecture. The
model wore a sheath gown with a matching
detachable trail, adorned in delicate floral lace,
as would have been worn by the lovely ladies
in the rich time of French exquisite laces.

SLB 1920 - 544
Lovely lace motifs swirl over tulle in
this relaxed fit-and-flare wedding
dress, featuring a strapless sweetheart
neckline with subtle illusion detail.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper and inner bodice closure.

SLB 1920 - 545
A. Embroidered lace motifs waltz
over dotted tulle in this Boho sheath
wedding dress, completing the illusion
sweetheart neckline and illusion scoop
back. Featuring a breathtaking illusion
double-train, accented in lace motifs,
and lined with Jersey for a luxe fit.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper closure.

B.

Detachable illusion poet
sleeves accented in lace motifs sold
separately.

SLB 1920 - 546

SLB 1920 - 547

This lovely sheath offers additional
coverage. Beaded lace motifs dance
over sequin tulle in this soft yet alluring
wedding gown, completing the
scoop back. Beaded spaghetti straps
complete the elegant scoop neckline.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper closure.

This sleeveless wedding dress is
comprised of allover lace and Organza,
with striking lace motifs accenting
the bodice and jewel neckline. Lace
motifs trail from sheer back to hem in
the shimmering A-line skirt. Finished
with back covered buttons and zipper
closure. Inclusive beaded belt accented
in crystals.

SLB 1920 - 548

SLB 1920 - 549

Shimmering lace motifs waltz over
allover lace in this romantic sheath
wedding dress, comprised of tulle.
Beaded spaghetti straps glide
from the sheer bodice and illusion
plunging sweetheart neckline to
sheer back, also layered with lace
motifs and allover lace. Finished
with back covered buttons over
zipper closure.

Crystals and beaded lace motifs
cascade along the illusion plunging
keyhole neckline and illusion halter
back in this sexy wedding dress, using
Mikado fabric. Crystal buttons drift from
zipper to hemline.

SLB 1920 - 550
A. Elegant and romantic, this
soft fit-and-flare wedding dress
features allover lace motifs atop tulle,
completing the strapless plunging
sweetheart neckline. Lined with
bodice for a figure-flattering fit, and
finished with back covered buttons
over zipper closure. Illusion off-theshoulder cap-sleeves accented in lace
motifs inclusive.

B.

Detachable tulle train
accented in lace motifs, sold
separately.

SLB 1920 - 551

SLB 1920 - 552

This classic yet striking wedding gown
offers additional coverage. Fit-andflare silhouette features beaded
lace motifs, crosshatch details, and
crystals over tulle. Lace motifs adorn
the illusion halter over sweetheart
neckline and illusion back. An illusion
double-lace train completed the
elegant romance of this look. Finished
with back covered buttons over zipper
closure.

Embroidered lace motifs cascade over
tulle in this romantic illusion off-theshoulder slim A-line wedding dress,
completing the portrait neckline,
sheer bodice, and illusion keyhole
back. Finished with back covered
buttons over zipper closure.

The time for Courtship! The Victorian women had a helpless
image, seen as delicate flowers in need of men to take
charge. During the time of courtship, which is the dating
period that occurred before marriage, a number of stringent
societal rules dictated this period. That, however, did not
stop of us from having a little fun with our models, and
even in the absence of the majestic horse we still found an
alternative, a safer one at that :) Our lovely model is wearing a
vintage-inspired short, two-toned bridal gown with delicate
lace applique, topped off with a crystal broch, which pairs
amazingly well with our strap broch bridal shoes.

SLB 1920 - 553

SLB 1920 - 554

Classic lace motifs cascade over this
tulle fit-and-flare wedding dress,
trimming the strapless sweetheart
neckline. Finished with bodice closure,
covered buttons over zipper and inner
corset closure. Illusion cap-sleeves
accented in lace motifs, inclusive.

Beaded lace motifs and crystals
cascade over the bodice of this
elegant A-line wedding dress,
accenting the illusion jewel over
sweetheart neckline and illusion back.
A voluminous tulle skirt completes
this romantic look. Finished with back
covered buttons and zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 555
A. This fit-and-flare wedding
gown features embroidered lace
motifs along the bodice, strapless
sweetheart neckline, and back
hemline. Subtle illusion accented in
lace motifs completes the scoop back.
Finished with back crystal buttons and
zipper closure.

B.

Detachable tulle
accessory accented in lace
motifs can be worn as a train or
veil, sold separately.

SLB 1920 - 556
This Mikado wedding dress features
a strapless scoop neckline, box
pleats, and pockets in the ballgown
skirt. An attached Mikado belt adds
a touch of whimsy to this romantic
style. Detachable Mikado straps are
also included for additional support.
Finished with back covered buttons
and zipper.

SLB 1920 - 557
This sweet and feminine mermaid
wedding dress offers additional
coverage. Embroidered lace motifs
and crystals dance over the bodice,
with beaded spaghetti straps gliding
from sweetheart neckline to illusion
scoop back accented in lace motifs.
Fit-and-flare skirt comprised of tulle.
Finished with back crystal buttons
over zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 558

SLB 1920 - 559

Delicate lace motifs cascade over tulle
in this soft fit-and-flare wedding dress.
Sheer straps glide from V-neckline
to illusion scoop back, all accented
in lace motifs. Finished back with
covered buttons over zipper closure.

Soft lace motifs dance over allover
lace in the bodice of this Boho
wedding dress, featuring a sheer halter
neckline and sheer lace halter back.
Slim A-line skirt comprised of allover
lace and tulle. Finished with back
covered buttons and zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 560

SLB 1920 - 561

This gown offers additional coverage.
Lovely lace motifs cascade over the
bodice and skirt of this tulle A-line
wedding dress, accenting the illusion
V-neckline, illusion straps, and illusion
back. Finished with back crystal
buttons and zipper closure. Inclusive
of beaded belt accented in crystals.

A unique take on the sleeved wedding
gown, this tulle fit-and-flare features
illusion bell sleeves accented in
lace motifs. Soft lace motifs adorn
the bodice, illusion V-neckline, and
illusion scoop back. Finished with back
covered buttons and zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 562

SLB 1920 - 563

This soft and romantic wedding dress
features an allover lace bodice with
three-quarter sleeves, a V-neckline,
and a keyhole back. An attached
beaded belt completes the ballgown
skirt, comprised of tulle. Finished with
back pearl buttons and zipper closure.

This classic ballgown offers additional
coverage. Beaded lace motifs accent
the sleeveless bodice of this romantic
wedding dress, completing the illusion
jewel over sweetheart neckline, strap
sleeves, and illusion back. Attached
beaded belt completes the ballgown
skirt, comprised of tulle. Finished
with back covered buttons and zipper
closure.

This beautiful model is the epitome of the frail,
delicate nature of the Victorian woman. She is
dressed in what was at the time, one of the most
expensive fabrics – Silk, traded in from far lands into
the elite French aristocracy, and adorned with a
matching detachable cape, which was commonly
worn by Victorian women.

SLB 1920 - 564
This Boho wedding dress features a
sheer bodice accented in allover lace,
with straps gliding from V-neckline
to illusion back with keyholes. An
attached beaded belt accented in
crystals completes the tulle A-line
skirt. Finished with back pearl buttons
and zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 565
Comprised of soft allover lace, this
sheath Boho wedding dress features
chic straps and a V-neckline. V-back is
accented with illusion and lace motifs.
Lined with Jersey for an elegant fit.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 566

SLB 1920 - 567

Beaded lace motifs and crystals
accent the bodice of this princess
wedding dress, creating illusion
off-the-shoulder sleeves and an
illusion back with keyhole. Featuring
a sweetheart neckline and tulle
ballgown skirt. Finished with back
crystal buttons over zipper closure.

Swirls of beaded lace motifs and
crystals accent the bodice of this
princess wedding dress, completing
the sweetheart neckline, sheer offthe-shoulder sleeves, and sheer scoop
back. Ballgown skirt comprised of
voluminous layers of tulle. Finished
with back crystal buttons over zipper
closure.

SLB 1920 - 568

SLB 1920 - 569

Embroidered lace motifs adorn the
bodice of this romantic wedding dress,
drifting into the illusion straps, illusion
plunging sweetheart neckline, and
illusion open back. Complete with tulle
fit-and-flare skirt. Finished with back
covered buttons over zipper closure.

Lovely lace motifs cascade over the
bodice and skirt of this tulle A-line
wedding dress, accenting the illusion
plunging V-neckline, illusion straps,
and illusion plunging back. Finished
with back crystal buttons and zipper
closure. Inclusive of beaded belt
accented in crystals.

The wedding day in this era was all about class
and grace. This day was considered to be the most
important day in the life of a Victorian woman. The
girls were taught from an early age to get married
and to care for the family. The month of June was
quite famous for weddings and the bride was
considered more likely to give birth to her first child
later in the Spring. The model is seen here both
with and without the matching detachable trail.

SLB 1920 - 570
Classic lace motifs accent the bodice and
hemline in this Mikado wedding dress,
completing the modest cap-sleeves
and V-neckline. Lined with bodice for a
figure-flattering fit. Finished with back
covered buttons, trailing to the hemline,
over zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 571
Beaded lace motifs adorn the bodice
of this modest wedding dress,
accenting the jewel neckline and
illusion cap-sleeves. Attached beaded
belt completes the tulle ballgown skirt.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper closure.

SLB 1920 - 572
This Mikado wedding dress features a
strapless scoop neckline, box pleats,
and pockets in the high-low ballgown
skirt. An attached Mikado belt adds a
touch of whimsy to this romantic style.
Finished with back covered buttons
over zipper.

SLB 1920 - 573
Classic and romantic, this tulle fit-andflare wedding gown features cascades
of lace motifs, adding demure
coverage to the illusion V-neckline,
illusion cap-sleeves, and illusion open
back. Finished with back covered
buttons over zipper closure.

